TRAFFIC SQUAD IS COMPOSED OF STUDENT COUNCIL MEMBERS

The Student Council decided in its last meeting that steps would have to be taken to protect the traffic rules and the school grounds. Numerous wrappers have been found in desks, in the halls, and on the school grounds.

The Council has been appointed as a traffic squad to correct this. If a person is caught disobeying the rules, he will be given a ticket. The first time will require the offender to go to Miss Halter, and the second time to Dr. Frederick.

Gum and candy may be taken from the annex if it is to be taken home, but they must not be eaten or chewed on the campus or in school.

The Council requests the cooperation of the student body in obeying the school rules to reduce the necessity of issuing tickets.

7-C ENGLISH CLASS TO ISSUE NEWSPAPER

A number of the boys of the 7-C English class are going to publish a monthly newspaper. The first edition is expected to be out today or the beginning of the week.

The name chosen for the paper is the "English Sportlites." The staff consists of the following:

Editor—George Proper
News Editor—Martin Edwards
Sports Editor—Norman Andrews

A copy of this paper can be obtained from any member of the staff for 2¢.

TESTS ARE CANCELLED FOR 8TH GRADERS

The tests, originally scheduled to be taken tomorrow and next Saturday by 8th grade pupils, have been cancelled. This does not include the present 7th graders or those who plan to come to Milne next year for the first time.
THE TRAFFIC SQUAD

Student Council members elected themselves this week to the traffic squad and gave themselves the authority to give anyone a ticket for violations of traffic rules. The Council members are the only ones on the squad and this seems to be somewhat unfair.

More than that, however, there are certain members who seem to take advantage of their office. For instance, they report the names of those chewing gum just outside the annex. Do they expect one to chew a pack of gum in the annex in a half-hour? We hope that some of these faults can be corrected before everyone rebels against them.

LOCK YOUR BICYCLES

Recent thefts of bicycles in Albany should be ample warning to our bicyclers. Everyone owning one should lock it when putting it in the stand to prevent such losses here at Milne. Cooperate for your own good by getting your lock today.

HOMEROOM 126 TAKES WALK DURING FREE PERIOD

Last Monday, homeroom 126 decided that it was so nice outside that they obtained permission from Dr. Frederick to go for a walk during homeroom period. The entire class took a trip through Washington Park, around the lake and back again in time for the next class. This was their first walk but they expect to go out again soon.

** CHARACTER SKETCH **

The character for this week has been chosen from homeroom 121. He or she is quite popular. One very important clue is that they call it "Wishes" and its favorite color is blue.

If you know who the character is for this week, put the name of the person and your own name in the "Crimson and White" drawer in room 228.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

The Rambling Reporter roved the school this week to determine what the majority of the people in Milne think about the following question: Do you think it is alright to eat Cindy or chew gum in school as long as you do not act conspicuous? The following answers were received:

Sally Lavine, 126, no; Robert Mason, 126, no; Frank Howes, 121, yes; Beatrice Enab, 126, no; Emory Bauer, 336, yes; Edmund Haskins, 320, no; Winford Newton, 332, no; and Gifford Lantz, 121, yes.

ATTENTION!! HOMEROOM PRESIDENTS!!

All homeroom presidents are requested to see immediately either Fred Regan or John Van Acker.

**WHO IS THE SCHOOL'S**

**FAVORITE MOVIE ACTOR??**

*AND ACTRESS?*

The movie star collection club is sponsoring this project to find who is the school's favorite actor and actress. Place your vote in the box below the Junior High School bulletin board. Further information may be obtained from Alvin Hyman, Jane Phillips, Harriet Gordon, Shirley Rubin, Jean Bush, or Shirley Kenaston.